We report a label-free assay for simultaneous optical manipulation and tracking of endogenous lipid droplets as actively transported cargoes in a living mammalian cell with sub-millisecond time resolution. Using an EM-CCD camera as a highly sensitive quadrant detector, we can detect steps of dyneinand kinesin-driven cargoes under known force loads. We can distinguish single and multiple motor-driven cargoes and show that the stall forces for inward and outward transported cargoes are similar. By combining the stall force observable with the ability to detect individual steps, we can characterize kinesin-and dynein-driven active transport in different force regimes.
Introduction
Advances in single-molecule techniques including fluorescence detection and mechanical manipulation have yielded considerable information about molecular motors. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Recent studies of active transport in living cells have revealed the stepping behaviour of molecular motors using high resolution particle tracking. [1] [2] [3] In vitro studies of kinesin and dynein have clearly demonstrated the benefits of particle tracking and optical tweezer-based force measurements. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] However, the most compelling experiment would be the resolution of individual steps of dynein-and kinesin-driven cargoes with high temporal resolution and spatial precision under measurable force loads. Here, we demonstrate a technique for simultaneous optical manipulation and high speed tracking of endogenous lipid droplets (LDs) in a mammalian cell that allows many important questions about active transport to be addressed: Are the stall forces different for inward and outward transport? How many molecular motors are driving the motion of organelles? How do an applied force and the number of motors affect the stepping dynamics of organelle transport by molecular motors?
Herein, we combine optical trapping with high speed tracking to directly observe the stepping behaviour of actively transported LDs under known force loads in living human lung cancer cells (A549). The LDs are important organelles for energy storage and are composed of triacylglycerols enclosed by a phospholipid monolayer membrane to which a variety of cell signalling proteins are attached. [12] LDs have a high refractive index (~1.52) relative to the cytoplasm (~1.39) making them easily trapped with optical tweezers [10] [11] and imaged with bright field microscopy. To trap LDs, we use a 1064 nm laser to minimize heating and photodamage, similar to previous experiments both in vitro [4, 7, 9] and in vivo. [13] In addition, we focus the laser light using a 1.2 NA, water-immersion objective that is optimized for infrared throughput and minimizes spherical aberrations.
Results and Discussion

Tracking and Trapping Endogenous Lipid Droplets
Although trapping of LDs has been shown before in non-mammalian systems, [10] [11] the amount of light they scatter is small relative to non-endogenous probes, such as gold nanoparticles, making them challenging to track. The step sizes are expected to be as small as 8 nm, and the particles translocate at high speeds due to the saturating endogenous ATP concentration. In order to achieve the spatial precision and high speed positional sampling necessary for detecting individual stepping events, we use an EM-CCD (electron multiplication charge-coupled device) camera instead of a conventional quadrant photodiode (see Figure 1 ). The EM-CCD has a high frame rate and a quantum efficiency of > 90 % for visible wavelengths. By measuring the relative integrated intensities of four split areas on the EM-CCD, we can calculate the position of the LD with better sensitivity than with conventional quadrant diodes. In doing so, we achieved~7 kHz positional sampling and nanometer spatial precision for an LD. We use home-written software to simultaneously stream data from the quadrant CCD while controlling a piezo stage which provides positional feedback to keep a particle in the small field of view of the quadrant CCD when the optical trap is off. When the trap is on, the harmonic potential prevents the particle from escaping the detector. There are many advantages to operating the EM-CCD as a quadrant detector. The hardware binning feature of the camera allows one to adjust the field-of-view of the EM-CCD chip depending on the size of the particle being tracked. In addition, the quadrant detector can be placed at any location in the field of view of the EM-CCD chip. These features make the quadrant CCD an ideal detector for high-speed tracking of endogenous particles in living cells.
In order to accurately measure force and displacement, it is important to calibrate the response of the quadrant CCD by simultaneous video tracking with a second camera. Calibration of the optical trap's harmonic potential in the cellular environment is complicated by cytoskeletal and motor dynamics that result in drift and by the non-Newtonian nature of the cytoplasm which results in non-exponential relaxation behaviour. [13] We measure the spring constant of the optical trap by extracting individual LDs of different sizes from a permeablized cell with the trap and bringing them into a sucrose solution that index-matches the cytoplasm and exhibits Newtonian hydrodynamic behaviour. This allows one to apply conventional equipartition-or frequency domainbased calibration methods. [4] In addition, we used two common drug assays to show that LD active transport is microtubulemediated and that actin-based active transport is not interfering with our observations (see Supporting Information).
Stall Forces for Dyneinand Kinesin-Driven Lipid Droplets
For small excursions, the force exerted on an LD is linear in the distance travelled from the trap center. Once the spring constant of the optical trap is cali-brated, the force exerted on an LD can be calculated from its position trajectory. We obtained hundreds of movies using the EM-CCD camera with relatively low sampling rates (100-2000 Hz) which depict the active transport of LDs against the applied force of the optical trap. In a typical experiment, an LD is found in the field-of-view, captured with the trap, and tracked in real-time. The LDs have molecular motors on their membrane surfaces which bind to and dissociate from microtubules. [10] [11] Upon binding, the motors transport the LD against the restoring force of the trap which eventually stalls the motors. Figure 2 A shows such a real-time trajectory in which a trapped LD starts running along a microtubule, is eventually stalled by the restoring force of the trap at 6-8 pN (near the single kinesin stall force of 6-7 pN), [4] and remains at the same position until it dissociates from the microtubule causing a rapid return to the trap center due to the trap's restoring force. Multiple runs are observed when the same cargo re-binds to the microtubule, as is often observed in vitro. [4, 6, 7, 9] This process is depicted for an LD in a living cell in our Supporting Information Movie. The LD, whose trajectory is shown in Figure 2 A, travels outward towards the cell membrane and is likely carried by kinesin. We see similar behaviour for cargoes transported inward. Figure 2 B shows a trajectory for such a cargo which is likely carried by dynein. Interestingly, the stall forces in the first two runs (~4 pN) are distinctly different from that of the third (~8.5 pN) possibly due to differences in the number of motors involved in the runs, as suggested in previous in vitro [14] [15] and in vivo [10] [11] studies.
The distributions of stall forces for the inward and outward directions shown in peak at~6 pN and a side peak at~3 pN. The amplitude of these forces is quite similar to what has been reported for studies of single kinesin motors in vitro (6-7 pN). [4] There is an additional peak in the high force regime at~16 pN indicating a population of cargoes transported by more than two kinesin motors. The histogram of inward-directed stalls (Figure 2 D) involves more clearly separated populations than in the case of outward-directed transport. A similarly multi-modal stall force distribution has been reported for multiple dynein-driven active transport in vitro, and the peaks have been shown to represent active transport by different number of motors. [14] In our case, the two major peaks for inward-directed transport are centered at~4 and~9 pN. Interpretation of our in vivo, stall force measurements for dynein is somewhat complicated by the controversy surrounding stall force experiments on dynein in vitro. Two of the three reports on dynein's in vitro stall force claim that single dynein dimers stall at~7 pN, [7, 9] whereas the earliest report claims a stall force of~1 pN. [6] This discrepancy adds further significance to our observation that kinesin-and dynein-driven active transport occur with very similar forces in our system, as some in vitro measurements would imply a > 6-fold difference in force generation by the two motors. Because we rarely observe inward-directed stalls below 2 pN and because previous studies suggest that most cargoes are attached to a small number of motors (~1-5 typically), [15] we attribute the most prominent peak in our stall force histogram to the mean force exerted by single dyneindriven cargoes in our mammalian cells (~3-5 pN). Recent experiments on lipid droplet transport in Drosophila embryos report stall forces in a similar range. [11] The measurement error associated with a given stall force measurement is~1-2 pN given the scatter in our calibration (see Experimental Section) making our experiments in living cells considerably less accurate than in vitro measurements. However, this level of accuracy is more than enough to show the similarities between the inward-and outward-directed stall force distributions and to identify motor-cargo assemblies which are capable of higher force generation than what is possible for single motor-driven cargoes.
We also note that stall force measurements in the complex cellular environment likely represent an underestimate of the true capability of a given motor, because there are other factors that can cause a motor to stop or dissociate from either a cargo or a microtubule along with possible structural differences. [11] Co-factors associated with both the motor-cargo linkage (such as dynactin in the case of dynein) and microtubules (such as tau) can affect both stall forces and processivity in vivo. [16] Subtle differences in co-factor expression and biochemistry could explain discrepancies between in vitro and in vivo stall forces and among experiments in various cellular systems. [10, 11] 
Stepping Behavior of Dynein-and Kinsin-Driven Lipid Droplets Under Known Force Loads
There have been multiple reports of step detection for microtubule-mediated active transport in living cells in the absence of an applied force. [1] [2] [3] In this study, we optically trap kinesinand dynein-driven LDs and detect individual steps with nanometer spatial precision and 7 kHz positional sampling while simultaneously measuring the piconewton forces exerted by the motors . Figures 3 A and B show stepping trajectories with different stall forces while Figure 3 D shows a step size histogram with a peak at 8 nm. While some trajectories exclusively display steps that are < 12 nm in magnitude (Figure 3 A) , we observe variable step sizes in others (Figure 3 B) . Our ability to resolve individual steps of LDs is clearly demonstrated by the pairwise distance histogram displayed in Figure 3 C which we calculated from a segment of the trajectory in Figure 3 A. We note that the step sizes displayed in the trajectories are not corrected for the stiffness of the motor-cargo linkage, which we expect to be a small effect in this case because our optical spring con- Steps of < 12 nm in magnitude dominate this trace, and the cargo stalls at 3.9 pN. B) Representative inward-directed trajectory showing steps with a variety of sizes from 8-32 nm. In this case, the cargo stalls at 3.6 pN. Note that the displacement shown in (A) and (B) is not necessarily relative to the trap center since the trajectories are broken into linear segments before step size analysis. To make the steps (blue) more clear, we median filter (black) the raw data (grey). C) Pairwise distance histogram for a portion of the median filtered trajectory in (A) after low pass filtering. D)
Step size histogram for all high resolution trajectories in this study. www.chemphyschem.org stant is relatively small (< 0.05 pN nm À1 ) compared with the overall stiffness of the system which must be at least 0.4 pN nm À1 for steps to be visible. [4] Additional stepping trajectories and pairwise histograms appear in the Supporting Information. The observation of large (> 12 nm) steps is consistent with our recent study in which we tracked gold nanoparticle-containing vesicles in the same cell line with an even higher positional sampling rate, but without an external force load. [3] Furthermore, our observation is consistent with the step sizes taken by single kinesin [4] and dynein [6] [7] [8] [9] dimers in vitro.
We can take advantage of our ability to study the stepping dynamics of kinesin and dynein under known force loads to further characterize microtubule-mediated active transport in living cells. The stepping behaviour in the inward and outward directions is of particular interest for cargoes that exhibit relatively low stall forces (< 4 pN) because they are likely dominated by single motor-driven transport for both kinesin and dynein. In our previous work, we studied the stepping behaviour of organelle transport in the same system without an applied force and were unable to distinguish trajectories involving high force generation by many motors from low force events. [3] Figure 4 shows the step size histograms for outwardand inward-directed movements resulting in stall forces below 4 pN. The step size distribution in the outward direction (Figure 4 A) is relatively narrow with a peak at 8 nm as expected for transport by single kinesins. The detection of steps for outward-directed transport involving very high stall forces is qualitatively more challenging. This may be related to the observations of Leduc et al. [17] who reported fractional (~4 nm) steps for multiple-kinesin driven transport, which are difficult resolve consistently in our system.
Interestingly, Figure 4 B shows a broad distribution of step sizes for inward-directed active transport even for cargoes with very low stall forces. Although variable step sizes have been reported previously for dynein-driven transport both in vitro and in vivo, we can associate the larger steps with low force generation that is characteristic of single motor-driven transport. In our previous work, we showed that dynein-driven cargoes can take 12, 16, 20, 24, 28 , and 32 nm steps in addition to 8 nm steps. [3] The prevalence of large steps in low force, inward-directed trajectories implies that this variable stepping mode is fundamental to dynein-driven active transport by individual motors in the complete in vivo system. This result is also implied less directly by the combination of our previously reported step size histograms for dynein-driven transport in vivo [3] and our new stall force histograms, which suggest that transport by one or a few motors is prevalent.
Conclusions
Understanding active transport in living cells is a tremendous challenge that requires the combination of multiple techniques and observables. We have combined optical manipulation with high precision, high speed positional sampling by a conventional EM-CCD camera operated as a quadrant CCD. Furthermore, because we track endogenous LDs, our assay is labelfree and requires minimal sample preparation beyond normal cell culture. This technical advance allows us to assess the effects of force load on the stepping behaviour of microtubule motors. In addition, simultaneous step detection and force measurements will be critical to our understanding of multiple motor-based active transport because it will allow the identification of cargoes that are driven by multiple motors based on their stall force. The ability to combine force measurements with high resolution tracking in living cells, particularly on an otherwise unperturbed system, will no doubt yield new information about the workings of molecular motors in vivo.
Experimental Section
All experiments were carried out with adherent, A549 human lung cancer cells (American Type Cell Culture, ATCC) which were cultured in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle's Medium (DMEM, ATCC) with 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS, Sigma) and 1 % penicillin/streptomycin under humidified CO 2 at 37 8C. About 24 h before an experiment, cells were split onto Delta-T dishes (Bioptechs) which have a coated, glass bottom for use with the Delta-T temperature controller (Biotechs). About 30 min before an experiment, the phenol redcontaining medium was replaced with a HEPES-buffered, phenol red-free medium (ATCC). The cell sample was then used without further modification.
Optical trapping was carried out on an inverted microscope (Nikon TE-300) modified for mechanical stability with an Olympus Uplan-A C H T U N G T R E N N U N G Apo/IR 60x/1.2 NA water-immersion objective (Figure 1 ). Infrared laser light (1064 nm) with a TEM 00 beam mode from a passively cooled, diode-pumped solid-state laser (CrystaLaser, IRCL-1064-1W) was expanded to overfill the back aperture of the objective, forming a diffraction-limited focus at the sample. Experiments were typically carried out with 80-150 mW of power at the focus for durations of 5-10 seconds. This is significantly less power than has been used in previous experiments and is unlikely to cause a temperature increase of more than 2-3 8C. [13, 19, 20] Step size histograms for A) outward-and B) inward-directed events resulting in low stall forces (< 4 pN). For both kinesin (outward) and dynein (inward), these histograms are likely dominated by single motordriven active transport. While the distribution in (A) has a peak at~8 nm, (B) has a broader distribution, which is consistent with the larger steps of dynein.
For experiments that did not require high time resolution and single step detection, such as the stall force measurements, actively transported LDs were tracked using a back-illuminated EM-CCD camera (Cascade 128 + , Roper Scientific) at a frame rate of 0.1-2 kHz. Using two-dimensional Gaussian fitting, we could determine the centroid position of LDs from high-contrast, bright field images with nanometer spatial precision. [21, 22] To achieve high time resolution, we operated the Cascade 128 + as a quadrant CCD detector with home-made software (C/C + + ). Our software uses the PVCAM driver (Roper Scientific) to read out four pixels arranged in a square, at any location in the field-ofview. The bright field image of an LD could be projected onto the frame transfer quadrant CCD which could achieve~7 kHz positional sampling with a linear range of AE 150 nm and a spatial precision of 1.3-1.5 nm (RMS noise) for a fixed particle or a particle that was artificially stepped (see Supplementary Materials) . Because the displacement readout of the quadrant CCD is in arbitrary units with a relationship to absolute displacement in nanometers that varies from droplet-to-droplet, we used conventional video tracking with a second CCD camera (Mintron) and framegrabber card (DT3152, Data Translation) to measure large displacements and calibrate the quadrant CCD for each trajectory. Data streaming from the framegrabber was also accomplished using home-written software (Matlab). The second CCD serves the dual purpose of providing a movie containing most of the cell for each trajectory so that directionality can be determined relative to the cell membrane and nucleus.
The optical trap was configured such that most LDs could not escape the linear range of the quadrant CCD during an event. However, in many experiments, the LDs were allowed to move a considerable distance prior to being trapped. In these cases, our software would compute the particle position in real-time while running a feedback loop to move a piezo stage (P-517.3Cl, Physik Instrumente) in response to particle displacements at 20-50 Hz, keeping the particle within the linear range of the quadrant CCD. This software-based, positional feedback loop uses both the NI-DAQmx driver (National Instruments) and a NI-DAQ PCI card (PCI-6052E, National Instruments) to output voltages to the piezo stage controller (E-509.C3, Physik Instrumente). This is similar to the approach taken by Nan et al. to acquire long trajectories of actively transported gold nanoparticles in vivo with a quadrant photodiode. [3] A second NI-DAQ PCI card (PCI-6143, National Instruments) on a separate computer simultaneously reads the stage position from the piezo controller and a pulse train from the Cascade 128 + that indicates exposure with 80 kHz sampling so that the piezo stage movements can be subtracted from displacement trajectories following an experiment. The stage position and camera pulse train sampling are managed by a Labview program (National Instruments).
We developed a convenient protocol for calibrating our harmonic, optical potential using LDs outside of the cell. Following the collection of each data set, the culture medium was replaced with an aqueous sucrose solution that matches the refractive index of the cytoplasm. [10] The solution also contains~0.1 % Triton X-100 which weakens the cell membrane following a five minute incubation. After washing the culture in sucrose solution, individual LDs can be extracted from the cells using the optical trap and brought into the Newtonian, index-matching sucrose solution. Outside of the cytoplasm, conventional frequency domain or equipartition-based calibration methods can be applied. Trajectories of LD diffusion in the optical potential are acquired using the quadrant CCD. We calibrated the quadrant CCD displacement by simultaneous video tracking while a large-amplitude, low frequency position modulation was applied to the trapped particle using the piezo stage. Although the actual experiment takes place in the cytoplasm of adherent cells, there can be a very thin layer of culture medium underneath the cell membrane. We expect any index-mismatch from the medium to be a relatively small effect, [10] particularly because we employ a water-immersion objective.
Because the optical trap is not necessarily calibrated using the LDs that were tracked in the actual experiment, we take advantage of the strong correlation between the bright field contrast and the spring constant of the harmonic trapping potential to calculate spring constants for actively transported LDs. Within the size range of droplets used herein (~300-1000 nm), the measured spring constant is quite linear in the bright field contrast ( Figure 5 ).
All data analysis was carried out using home-written code. We employed two types of particle tracking in this study. For the video tracking-based quadrant CCD calibration, we used image correlation tracking. [5] However, for the stall force trajectories obtained with low time resolution on the EM-CCD, we fit a two-dimensional Gaussian to each bright field image. [21, 22] Active transport and stepping trajectories were analyzed using the methods described in our previous studies [2] [3] with a few changes. Instead of using a forward-backward nonlinear filter, median filtering was applied to the stepping traces
